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JOE JAMAIL has been... &#x97;The lawyer who won the biggest lawsuit in history, Pennzoil vs.

Texaco, with $11 billion verdict... &#x97;Has been responsible for the national recall of three

dangerous products&#x97;Remington 600, Honda All Terrain 3 Wheelers, and the prescription drug

Parlodel... &#x97;Dubbed "King of Torts" by Time and Newsweek and "Trial Lawyer of the Century"

by Texas Monthly and California Trial Lawyers...Â  &#x97;The lawyer who has over $12 billion in

jury verdicts and over $13 billion in verdicts and settlements. &#x97;The lead counsel in over 200

personal injury cases where recovery was in excess of $1 million... &#x97;Described by his own

mother as the kind of boy she didn't want her sons playing with... He has been called , a savior, a

philanthropist, a "good &#x91;ol boy," and a SOB&#x97;but one thing Joe Jamail has never been is

boring!
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I recently read an article about this attorney after he died. I found the story so interesting that I

searched  for any writings by or about him. I found this and it was a fast and easy read. This guy

fought for the underdogs and won more money verdicts than any tort attorney in history.

Purchased this for my husband since he loves lawyer stories. He had read an article about this

person in Texas Monthly. Don't agree with everything the lawyer did, he just knew how to work the

system I guess......interesting if you like true stories. As far as the book, it came on time and was the

seller said it would be!!



Great book by one of the best trial lawyers who ever lived.

Great read. Jamail was a facinating man. He definitely broke the mold. Fun book.

This book is an amazing biography of a once in a lifetime super lawyer. Joe talks about his life,

trials, and the famous case that made him a household name, Penzzoil v. Texaco. He did include

his summation in the Pennzoil case. A summation that got the jury to award 11 Billion dollars

judgment. This book is a must read for every aspiring trial lawyer.

Entertaining but a bit self serving still a great insight

Overall it was a pretty good read; however, whoever edited/ wrote it cut all the cuss words Joe used

when telling his stories. This gives it sort of a censored diluted feeling which takes away from Joe's

charisma.

Having been in law practice for just over 15 years, I've always sought inspiration from my older,

more experienced and [much more] wizened colleagues. I've often found such inspiration in the

example of well known trial lawyers who seem "larger than life." I don't really compare myself to any

of these great legal lions. However, I do draw from their gutsy manner and styles, their talent and

inspiration. Joe Jamail is one fine example of a great trial lawyer -- whose enormous success almost

speaks for itself. I for one am quite willing to overlook any personal flaws or quirks among such

great colleagues, in favor of learning the wisdom of their experience and trememdous success.
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